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(57) ABSTRACT 

Computer-implemented methods, processors, and systems 
for creating a Wafer fabrication process are provided. One 
computer-implemented method includes determining indi 
vidual error budgets for different parameters of the Wafer 
fabrication process based on an overall error budget for the 
Wafer fabrication process and simulated images that illus 
trate hoW reticle design data Will be printed on a Wafer at 
different values of the different parameters. The method also 
includes creating the Wafer fabrication process based on the 
overall error budget and the individual error budgets. 
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COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED METHODS, 
PROCESSORS, AND SYSTEMS FOR CREATING A 

WAFER FABRICATION PROCESS 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/048,630 entitled “Computer 
Implemented Methods for Detecting Defects in Reticle 
Design Data,” ?led Jan. 31, 2005, Which claims priority to 
US. Provisional Application No. 60/540,031 entitled 
“Method and System of Qualifying Integrated Circuit 
Design for Manufacturability and Application to Improving 
Critical Dimension Control in Integrated Circuit Manufac 
turing,” ?led Jan. 29, 2004. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention generally relates to com 
puter-implemented methods for detecting defects in reticle 
design data. Certain embodiments relate to a computer 
implemented method that includes detecting defects in 
reticle design data using simulated images that illustrate hoW 
a reticle Will be printed on a Wafer at different values of one 
or more parameters of a Wafer printing process. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] The folloWing descriptions and examples are not 
admitted to be prior art by virtue of their inclusion Within 
this section. 

[0006] Fabricating semiconductor devices such as logic 
and memory devices typically includes processing a sub 
strate such as a semiconductor Wafer using a number of 
semiconductor fabrication processes to form various fea 
tures and multiple levels of the semiconductor devices. For 
example, lithography is a semiconductor fabrication process 
that involves transferring a pattern from a reticle to a resist 
arranged on a semiconductor Wafer. Additional examples of 
semiconductor fabrication processes include, but are not 
limited to, chemical-mechanical polishing, etch, deposition, 
and ion implantation. Multiple semiconductor devices may 
be fabricated in an arrangement on a semiconductor Wafer 
and then separated into individual semiconductor devices. 

[0007] Lithography is typically one of the most important 
processes in integrated circuit manufacturing since this is the 
process in Which features are patterned on the Wafer. The 
pattern printed in a resist by lithography is then utiliZed as 
a masking layer to transfer the pattern to additional layers on 
the Wafer in subsequent processing steps. Therefore, the 
pattern that is formed on the Wafer during lithography 
directly affects the features of the integrated circuits that are 
formed on the Wafer. Consequently, defects that are formed 
on a Wafer during lithography may be particularly problem 
atic for the integrated circuit manufacturing process. One of 
the many Ways in Which defects may be formed on the 
patterned Wafer during lithography is by transfer of defects 
that are present on the reticle to the Wafer. Therefore, 
detection and correction of defects on the reticle such as 
unWanted particulate or other matter is performed rather 
stringently to prevent as many defects on the reticle from 
being transferred to the Wafer during lithography. 

[0008] HoWever, as the dimensions of integrated circuits 
decrease and the patterns being transferred from the reticle 
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to the Wafer become more complex, defects or marginalities 
in the features formed on the reticle become increasingly 
important. In particular, if the pattern is not formed accu 
rately on the reticle, such discrepancies increasingly produce 
defects on the Wafer as the dimensions of the pattern 
decrease and the complexity of the pattern increases. In 
addition, marginalities in the reticle design may cause the 
design to print incorrectly on the Wafer. Therefore, signi? 
cant efforts have been devoted to methods and systems that 
can be used to detect problems in the pattern on the reticle 
or in the design that Will cause problems on the Wafer. These 
efforts are relatively complex and dif?cult due, at least in 
part, to the fact that not all discrepancies or marginalities in 
the pattern formed on the reticle (as compared to the ideal 
pattern) Will cause errors on the Wafer that Will adversely 
affect the integrated circuit. In other Words, some error in the 
pattern formed on the reticle may not produce defects on the 
Wafer at all or may produce defects on the Wafer that Will not 
reduce the performance characteristics of the integrated 
circuit. Therefore, one challenge of many in developing 
adequate methods and systems for qualifying a reticle pat 
tern is to discriminate betWeen pattern defects or margin 
alities that “matter” and those that do not. 

[0009] One Way to check a reticle pattern before the reticle 
is fabricated is design rule checking (DRC). HoWever, 
conventional DRC operates only at the nominal process 
conditions, or at most, at a limited number of process 
conditions and/or at a limited number of points Within the 
device. Other softWare based methods for detecting design 
pattern defects prior to fabrication of the reticle have been 
proposed, and one such method is described in US. Patent 
Application Publication No. 2003/0119216A1 by Weed, 
Which is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein. HoWever, this method is designed to determine only 
the best focus and exposure settings and not to explore the 
full range of the process WindoW conditions available for 
each design. Another method described in US. Pat. No. 
6,373,975 to Bula et al., Which is incorporated by reference 
as if fully set forth herein, runs simulations only to test for 
speci?c design rule violations and does not compare full 
chip simulated images to a reference to detect arbitrary 
defects. 

[0010] Therefore, such softWare methods have several 
disadvantages. In particular, these softWare methods do not 
examine the full range of process WindoW conditions 
thereby failing to detect process WindoW marginalities and 
missing potential defects. In addition, these methods do not 
determine the exact focus and exposure conditions under 
Which defects Will occur thereby preventing the complete 
optimization of the design. The lack of complete process 
WindoW information also limits the ability to implement 
advanced process control techniques for critical dimension 
control across all critical features on the device. 

[0011] Accordingly, it Would be desirable to develop 
methods and systems that can detect reticle design defects or 
marginalities Within an entire chip and across a range of 
process conditions such as focus and exposure before the 
reticle is manufactured to reduce the cost of fabricating a 
reticle that is quali?ed for use in integrated circuit manu 
facturing and to reduce the time involved in fabricating a 
reticle that passes quali?cation for integrated circuit manu 
facturing. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] The following description of various embodiments 
of computer-implemented methods for detecting defects in 
reticle design data is not to be construed in any Way as 
limiting the subject matter of the appended claims. The 
methods described herein are generally referred to as virtual 
process WindoW quali?cation (vPWQ) methods. 

[0013] An embodiment of the invention relates to a com 
puter-implemented method for detecting defects in reticle 
design data. The method includes generating a ?rst simu 
lated image illustrating hoW the reticle design data Will be 
printed on a reticle using a reticle manufacturing process. 
The method also includes generating second simulated 
images using the ?rst simulated image. The second simu 
lated images illustrate hoW the reticle Will be printed on a 
Wafer at different values of one or more parameters of a 

Wafer printing process. Therefore, the method includes 
performing a simulation in a tWo step approach: ?rst, 
simulating from design to reticle (i.e., simulation of the 
mask making process); then, simulating the reticle to Wafer 
pattern transfer (i.e., simulation of the Wafer manufacturing 
process). In addition, the method includes detecting defects 
in the reticle design data using the second simulated images. 

[0014] In one embodiment, the ?rst and second simulated 
images include simulated images of a complete chip de?ned 
by the reticle design data. In some embodiments, the dif 
ferent values span a predetermined process WindoW for the 
one or more parameters of the Wafer printing process. 
Therefore, the method may include simulation of the full 
chip across the full process WindoW to determine regions of 
the device that Will fail ?rst as the process conditions (such 
as focus and exposure) vary. In another embodiment, the 
reticle design data includes reticle design data modi?ed by 
resolution enhancement technology (RET) feature data. 

[0015] In additional embodiments, the method includes 
determining a process WindoW for the Wafer printing process 
based on results of the detecting step. In another embodi 
ment, the method includes determining Which of the differ 
ent values at Which at least one of the defects appears in the 
second simulated images. In a further embodiment, the 
method includes determining a region in the reticle design 
data in Which the defects appear at the different values that 
are closer to nominal values for the one or more parameters 
of the Wafer printing process than the different values at 
Which the defects appear in other regions in the reticle 
design data. 
[0016] In one embodiment, the detecting step includes 
comparing the second simulated images to a reference 
image. In this manner, the method may involve identi?cation 
of “defective” regions in the reticle design data by compari 
son to a reference image. The reference image may include 
an additional simulated image illustrating hoW the reticle 
Will be printed on the Wafer at nominal values of the one or 
more parameters of the Wafer printing process. In another 
such embodiment, the reference image illustrates hoW the 
reticle design data Would ideally be printed on the Wafer. In 
other embodiments, the detecting step includes comparing 
one of the second simulated images to additional simulated 
images that illustrate hoW the reticle Will be printed on the 
Wafer at the different values that are closer to nominal values 
of the one or more parameters of the Wafer printing process 
than the different values corresponding to the one second 
simulated image. 
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[0017] In some embodiments, the method may include 
generating additional simulated images illustrating hoW the 
reticle design data Will be printed on the reticle at different 
values of one or more parameters of the reticle manufactur 
ing process. One such embodiment includes selecting the 
different values of the one or more parameters of the reticle 
manufacturing process that produce a minimum number of 
design pattern defects on the reticle. As such, the method 
may include selecting the most appropriate mask making 
process for the reticle design data. In another embodiment, 
the method includes altering the reticle design data based on 
results of the detecting step. The altering step may include 
altering RET feature data of the reticle design data. In this 
manner, the method alloWs for optimal selection of resolu 
tion enhancements, optical proximity correction (OPC) 
rules, design layout, etc. 

[0018] In one embodiment, the method may include gen 
erating an inspection process for the reticle based on results 
of the detecting step. In one such embodiment, the method 
may include linking vPWQ data to reticle inspection to drive 
selective sensitivity of the inspector. In an additional 
embodiment, the method may include generating an inspec 
tion process for the Wafer based on results of the detecting 
step. In one such embodiment, the method may include 
linking vPWQ data to Wafer inspection to drive selective 
sensitivity of the inspector. In a different embodiment, the 
method may include fabricating the reticle subsequent to the 
detecting step, inspecting the reticle, and generating an 
inspection process for the Wafer based on results of the 
detecting step and the inspecting step. In this manner, the 
method may include linking the combination of vPWQ and 
reticle inspection data to Wafer inspection to drive selective 
sensitivity of the Wafer inspector. In another embodiment, 
the method may include fabricating the reticle subsequent to 
the detecting step, inspecting the reticle, and generating an 
inspection process for the Wafer based on results of the 
detecting step, results of the inspecting step, critical feature 
data generated by a designer of the reticle design data, or 
some combination thereof. As such, the methods may 
include linking the combination of vPWQ, reticle inspec 
tion, and/or critical features identi?ed by the designer to 
drive Wafer inspection sensitivity, metrology sample plans 
and critical dimension (CD) control systems for optimal 
yield. 

[0019] In a further embodiment, the method may include 
identifying ?rst regions in the reticle design data that have 
a greater probability of being printed defectively than sec 
ond regions in the reticle design data and generating a 
process control method for Wafers that Will be printed With 
the reticle based on results of the identifying step. In one 
such embodiment, the method may include linking vPWQ to 
Wafer CD metrology tools to drive the optimum sampling 
plan and to detect the earliest possible signs of process 
failure in critical regions identi?ed by vPWQ. In yet another 
embodiment, the method may include identifying ?rst 
regions in the reticle design data that have a greater prob 
ability of being printed defectively than second regions in 
the reticle design data and altering the reticle design data 
based on the identifying step. In this manner, the method 
may include feedback of vPWQ data to the designer and/or 
design process to enable optimiZation of device electrical 
parameters in the regions identi?ed by vPWQ as most 
limited in terms of process WindoW tolerance. Each of the 
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embodiments of the method described above may include 
any other step(s) described herein. 

[0020] Another embodiment relates to a simulation engine 
con?gured to generate a ?rst simulated image illustrating 
hoW the reticle design data Will be printed on a reticle using 
a reticle manufacturing process. The simulation engine is 
also con?gured to generate second simulated images using 
the ?rst simulated image. The second simulated images 
illustrate hoW the reticle Will be printed on a Wafer at 
different values of one or more parameters of a Wafer 
printing process. The second simulated images can be used 
to detect defects in the reticle design data. The simulation 
engine may be further con?gured as described herein. 

[0021] An additional embodiment relates to a system 
con?gured to detect defects in reticle design data. The 
system includes a simulation engine con?gured to generate 
a ?rst simulated image illustrating hoW the reticle design 
data Will be printed on a reticle using a reticle manufacturing 
process. The simulation engine is also con?gured to generate 
second simulated images using the ?rst simulated image. 
The second simulated images illustrate hoW the reticle Will 
be printed on a Wafer at different values of one or more 

parameters of a Wafer printing process. The system also 
includes a processor con?gured to detect defects in the 
reticle design data using the second simulated images. The 
system may be further con?gured as described herein. 

[0022] Another embodiment relates to a different method 
for detecting defects in reticle design data. This method 
includes generating a ?rst simulated image illustrating hoW 
the reticle design data Will be printed on a reticle using a 
reticle manufacturing process. The method also includes 
generating second simulated images using the ?rst simulated 
image. The second simulated images illustrate hoW the 
reticle Will be printed on a Wafer at different values of one 
or more parameters of a Wafer printing process. In addition, 
the method includes determining a rate of change in a 
characteristic of the second simulated images as a function 
of the different values. This method further includes detect 
ing defects in the reticle design data based on the rate of 
change. In one embodiment, the detecting step may include 
using the rate of change in combination With the second 
simulated images to detect the defects in the reticle design 
data. Each of the embodiments of this method may also 
include any other step(s) described herein. 

[0023] An additional embodiment relates to a method for 
detecting defects in reticle design data printed on a reticle. 
This method includes printing images of the reticle on a 
Wafer at different values of one or more parameters of a 
Wafer printing process. The method also includes determin 
ing a rate of change in a characteristic of the images as a 
function of the different values. In addition, the method 
includes detecting defects in the reticle design data based on 
the rate of change. This method may also include any other 
step(s) described herein. 

[0024] A further embodiment relates to a computer-imple 
mented method for creating a Wafer fabrication process. The 
method includes determining individual error budgets for 
different parameters of the Wafer fabrication process based 
on an overall error budget for the Wafer fabrication process 
and simulated images that illustrate hoW reticle design data 
Will be printed on a Wafer at different values of the different 
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parameters. The method also includes creating the Wafer 
fabrication process based on the overall error budget and the 
individual error budgets. 

[0025] In one embodiment, the Wafer fabrication process 
includes a lithography process. In another embodiment, the 
Wafer fabrication process includes an etch process. In an 
additional embodiment, the Wafer fabrication process 
includes a device design process, a reticle manufacturing 
process, and a lithography process. In some embodiments, 
the Wafer fabrication process includes a device design 
process, a reticle manufacturing process, a lithography pro 
cess, and an etch process. 

[0026] In one embodiment, creating the Wafer fabrication 
process includes selecting operating set points and levels of 
control for the different parameters based on the overall error 
budget and the individual error budgets. In some embodi 
ments, creating the Wafer fabrication process includes modi 
fying predetermined operating set points for the different 
parameters based on the overall error budget and the indi 
vidual error budgets. In another embodiment, creating the 
Wafer fabrication process includes selecting operating set 
points and levels of control for the different parameters 
based on the overall error budget and hoW variations in the 
individual error budgets affect how the reticle design data 
Will be printed on the Wafer. 

[0027] In an additional embodiment, the individual error 
budget for one of the different parameters is determined as 
a function of the individual error budget for another of the 
different parameters. In some embodiments, creating the 
Wafer fabrication process includes selecting operating set 
points and levels of control for at least tWo of the different 
parameters based on the overall error budget and a function 
describing an interrelated effect of the individual error 
budgets for the at least tWo of the different parameters on 
hoW the reticle design data Will be printed on the Wafer. 

[0028] In a further embodiment, creating the Wafer fabri 
cation process includes selecting operating set points and 
levels of control for the different parameters based on the 
overall error budget, the individual error budgets, and con 
trollability of the different parameters. In another embodi 
ment, creating the Wafer fabrication process includes select 
ing operating set points and levels of control for the different 
parameters based on the overall error budget, the individual 
error budgets, and cost of implementing the levels of con 
trol. 

[0029] In one embodiment, the different parameters 
include all parameters of the Wafer fabrication process that 
can alter hoW the reticle design data Will be printed on the 
Wafer. In another embodiment, the method includes gener 
ating the simulated images by generating a ?rst simulated 
image illustrating hoW the reticle design data Will be printed 
on a reticle using a reticle manufacturing process and 
generating the simulated images using the ?rst simulated 
image. In an additional embodiment, the different values 
span a predetermined process WindoW for the different 
parameters. In a further embodiment, the method includes 
detecting defects in the simulated images. In one such 
embodiment, determining the individual error budgets 
includes determining the individual error budgets based on 
the overall error budget and the defects in the simulated 
images. 
[0030] In some embodiments, the different parameters 
include different characteristics of the reticle design data. In 
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one such embodiment, the method includes creating a design 
process for the reticle design data based on the overall error 
budget and the individual error budgets for the different 
parameters. In another such embodiment, the method 
includes altering the reticle design data based on the overall 
error budget and the individual error budgets for the different 
parameters. Each of the embodiments of the method 
described above may include any other step(s) of any other 
method(s) described herein. 

[0031] Another embodiment relates to a processor con?g 
ured to perform a method for creating a Wafer fabrication 
process. The method includes determining individual error 
budgets for different parameters of the Wafer fabrication 
process based on an overall error budget for the Wafer 
fabrication process and simulated images that illustrate hoW 
reticle design data Will be printed on a Wafer at different 
values of the different parameters. The method also includes 
creating the Wafer fabrication process based on the overall 
error budget and the individual error budgets. The processor 
may be further con?gured as described herein. 

[0032] An additional embodiment relates to a system 
con?gured to create a Wafer fabrication process. The system 
includes a simulation engine con?gured to generate simu 
lated images illustrating hoW reticle design data Will be 
printed on a Wafer at different values of different parameters 
of the Wafer fabrication process. The system also includes a 
processor con?gured to determine individual error budgets 
for the different parameters based on an overall error budget 
for the Wafer fabrication process and the simulated images. 
The processor is also con?gured to create the Wafer fabri 
cation process based on the overall error budget and the 
individual error budgets. The system may be further con 
?gured as described herein. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0033] Further advantages of the present invention may 
become apparent to those skilled in the art With the bene?t 
of the folloWing detailed description of the preferred 
embodiments and upon reference to the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 

[0034] FIG. 1 is a How chart illustrating a method for 
qualifying a reticle for production in integrated circuit 
manufacturing; 

[0035] FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating one embodiment 
of a computer-implemented method for detecting defects in 
reticle design data; 

[0036] FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating one embodiment 
of a method for data How betWeen a computer-implemented 
method for detecting defects in reticle design data and other 
process steps; 

[0037] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
example of different areas in reticle design data having 
different levels and types of criticality; 

[0038] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
example of different values of parameters of a Wafer printing 
process for Which simulated images can be generated, Which 
can be used to detect defects in reticle design data; 

[0039] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of different values of parameters of a Wafer 
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printing process for Which simulated images can be gener 
ated, Which can be used to detect defects in reticle design 
data; 
[0040] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
arrangement of dies printed on a Wafer at different values of 
parameters of a Wafer printing process that can be used to 
detect defects in reticle design data; 

[0041] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of an arrangement of dies simulated or printed 
on a Wafer at different values of parameters of a Wafer 
printing process that can be used to detect defects in reticle 
design data; 

[0042] FIGS. 9-12 are How charts illustrating various 
embodiments of a computer-implemented method for 
detecting defects in reticle design data; and 

[0043] FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of a processor con?gured to perform a method 
for creating a Wafer fabrication process and one embodiment 
of a system con?gured to create a Wafer fabrication process. 

[0044] While the invention is susceptible to various modi 
?cations and alternative forms, speci?c embodiments 
thereof are shoWn by Way of example in the draWings and 
may herein be described in detail. The draWings may not be 
to scale. It should be understood, hoWever, that the draWings 
and detailed description thereto are not intended to limit the 
invention to the particular form disclosed, but on the con 
trary, the intention is to cover all modi?cations, equivalents 
and alternatives falling Within the spirit and scope of the 
present invention as de?ned by the appended claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0045] As used herein, the term “Wafer” generally refers to 
a substrate formed of a semiconductor or non-semiconductor 
material. Examples of such a semiconductor or non-semi 
conductor material include, but are not limited to, monoc 
rystalline silicon, gallium arsenide, and indium phosphide. 
Such substrates may be commonly found and/or processed 
in semiconductor fabrication facilities. 

[0046] A Wafer may include only the substrate. Such a 
Wafer is commonly referred to as a “virgin Wafer.” Altema 
tively, a Wafer may include one or more layers formed upon 
a substrate. For example, such layers may include, but are 
not limited to, a resist, a dielectric material, and a conductive 
material. A resist may include any material that may be 
patterned by an optical lithography technique, an e-beam 
lithography technique, or an X-ray lithography technique. 
Examples of a dielectric material include, but are not limited 
to, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, silicon oxynitride, and 
titanium nitride. Additional examples of a dielectric material 
include “loW-k” dielectric materials such as Black Dia 
mondTM Which is commercially available from Applied 
Materials, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., and CORALTM commer 
cially available from Novellus Systems, Inc., San Jose, 
Calif., “ultra-loW k” dielectric materials such as “xerogels,” 
and “high-k” dielectric materials such as tantalum pentox 
ide. In addition, examples of a conductive material include, 
but are not limited to, aluminum, polysilicon, and copper. 

[0047] One or more layers formed on a Wafer may be 
patterned or unpattemed. For example, a Wafer may include 
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a plurality of dies having repeatable pattern features. For 
mation and processing of such layers of material may 
ultimately result in completed semiconductor devices. As 
such, a Wafer may include a substrate on Which not all layers 
of a complete semiconductor device have been formed or a 
substrate on Which all layers of a complete semiconductor 
device have been formed. The term “semiconductor device” 
is used interchangeably herein With the term “integrated 
circuit.” In addition, other devices such as microelectrome 
chanical system (MEMS) devices and the like may also be 
formed on a Wafer. 

[0048] A “reticle” or a “mask” is generally de?ned as a 
substantially transparent substrate having substantially 
opaque regions formed thereon and con?gured in a pattern. 
The substrate may include, for example, a glass material 
such as quartz. The substantially opaque regions may be 
formed of a material such as chromium. A reticle may be 
disposed above a resist-covered Wafer during an exposure 
step of a lithography process such that the pattern on the 
reticle may be transferred to the resist. For example, sub 
stantially opaque regions of the reticle may protect under 
lying regions of the resist from exposure to an energy source. 
Many different types of reticles are knoWn in the art, and the 
term reticle as used herein is intended to encompass all types 
of reticles. 

[0049] As used herein, the term “defects” refers to mar 
ginalities in a reticle design that Will cause the reticle design 
to print incorrectly on a Wafer. In addition, the defects may 
print on the Wafer at only certain values of one or more 
parameters of a Wafer printing process. The term “Wafer 
printing process” is used interchangeably herein With the 
term “lithography process.” 

[0050] The terms “?rst” and “second” are used herein only 
to distinguish betWeen different simulated images, different 
regions on a reticle, etc. and are not to be construed in any 
other manner. 

[0051] One particularly successful method for qualifying a 
reticle for integrated circuit manufacturing is the process 
WindoW quali?cation (PWQ) method that is described in 
Us. patent application Ser. No. 09/211,156 by Peterson et 
al., ?led Aug. 2, 2002, issued as U.S. Pat. No. 6,902,855 on 
Jun. 7, 2005, Which is incorporated by reference as if fully 
set forth herein. This method generally involves printing a 
fabricated photomask on a Wafer and inspecting the Wafer in 
a speci?ed manner to detect design marginalities, Which Will 
cause failures and loW yield on production Wafers. While 
effective for design defect detection, PWQ cannot detect the 
design defects until after the mask or reticle has been 
fabricated, often at very high cost. In addition, correcting the 
reticle design and fabricating a neW mask With the corrected 
design for additional design defect detection are also both 
expensive and time consuming. 

[0052] To detect marginalities in reticle design data before 
a reticle is even made, computer-implemented methods have 
been developed and are described herein, Which are gener 
ally referred to herein as “virtual process WindoW quali? 
cation” (vPWQ). Instead of fabricating an actual mask and 
printing actual Wafers With the mask, vPWQ uses the reticle 
design data to simulate What the mask and Wafer Would look 
like if the reticle design data Was printed on the mask and 
Wafer, respectively. The simulated images of What the reticle 
design data Would look like on the Wafer may be generated 
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across the full range of focus and exposure conditions 
expected to be used in the production environment. 

[0053] In vPWQ, defects are detected by comparing a 
reference image to different simulated images illustrating 
hoW the reticle design data Would be printed on a Wafer, 
Which are generated for different values of focus and expo 
sure and/or other parameters of the Wafer printing process. 
The reference image may represent hoW the reticle design 
data Would be printed on the Wafer at the best focus/best 
exposure conditions or nominal focus and exposure condi 
tions. Alternatively, the reference image may be the ideal 
image of the reticle design data, Which can be generated 
from the design data prior to optical proximity correction 
(OPC) “decoration” (i.e., prior to modi?cation of the reticle 
design data by the OPC data). Therefore, in essence, vPWQ 
is a virtual Wafer to database inspection method, Where the 
virtual Wafer is generated for different focus and exposure 
conditions, preferably across the entire process WindoW that 
Will be used for the reticle in a lithography process. In this 
manner, the complete design layout (including OPC and 
other reticle enhancement techniques (RETs)) can be opti 
miZed for the best possible range of valid focus and exposure 
conditions (i.e., the largest process WindoW) before the 
design is committed to the mask. 

[0054] In general, therefore, one embodiment of a com 
puter-implemented method for detecting defects in reticle 
design data includes generating a ?rst simulated image 
illustrating hoW the reticle design data Will be printed on a 
reticle using a reticle manufacturing process. In one embodi 
ment, vPWQ uses the design database, including all optical 
enhancements (OPC, phase shifting features, and other 
RET), and simulates hoW the mask Will be manufactured. In 
this manner, the reticle design data used in the methods 
described herein may include reticle design data modi?ed by 
RET feature data. 

[0055] The method also includes generating second simu 
lated images using the ?rst simulated image. The second 
simulated images illustrate hoW the reticle Will be printed on 
a Wafer at different values of one or more parameters of a 

Wafer printing process. For instance, generating the second 
simulated images can be performed using one or more 
models such as a resist model (e.g., a model of the resist that 
Will be printed With the reticle design data on the Wafer) and 
a lithography model (e.g., a model of the optical parameters 
of an exposure tool that Will be used to print the reticle on 
the Wafer and a model of other process steps involved in the 
lithography process such as develop and post exposure 
bake). Such models and/or parameters for such models may 
be acquired from one or more sources such as the PROLITH 

softWare, Which is commercially available from KLA-Ten 
cor. 

[0056] The different values at Which the second images are 
simulated may span a predetermined process WindoW for the 
one or more parameters of the Wafer printing process. For 
example, the predetermined process WindoW may be a 
process WindoW that is desired or available for the Wafer 
printing process to be used With the reticle. HoWever, as 
described further herein, the actual process WindoW that is 
determined for use With the reticle design data may be 
smaller than this predetermined process WindoW. The one or 
more parameters may include, but are not limited to, dose 
and focus. For example, the one or more parameters may 
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also include different types of illumination that are available 
for use With the reticle (e. g., annular and quadrapole). In one 
embodiment, the second simulated images, Which are also 
referred to herein as “test images,” may illustrate hoW the 
actual mask Will be printed at the Wafer level across the full 
range of focus and exposure conditions. The ?rst and second 
simulated images may include simulated images of a com 
plete chip de?ned by the reticle design data. 

[0057] vPWQ, therefore, involves breaking the simulation 
into 2 steps: 1) using a database description of the reticle 
design to render a simulated image of hoW the reticle Will be 
Written (simulating the reticle manufacturing process); and 
2) using the simulated reticle pattern to render simulated 
Wafer patterns. This 2 step approach has many advantages. 
For example, this approach alloWs the user to simulate not 
just the reticle design, but the combination of reticle design 
data plus mask manufacturing process, thus enabling selec 
tion of the best mask making process for a given design 
and/or optimiZation of the design rules for the selected 
process. This approach also produces more accurate simu 
lations by removing the design to mask o?fset. 

[0058] In addition, the method includes detecting defects 
in the reticle design data using the second simulated images. 
For example, the test images may be compared to a refer 
ence image on a point by point basis, and defects are 
identi?ed in the test images using, for example, algorithms. 
The algorithms that are used for the methods described 
herein may be the same as, or substantially similar to, those 
used in typical reticle inspection. In one embodiment, the 
reference image that is compared to the second simulated 
images for defect detection includes a simulated image 
illustrating hoW the reticle Will be printed on the Wafer at 
nominal values of the one or more parameters of the Wafer 
printing process. In a di?ferent embodiment, the reference 
image that is compared to the second simulated images for 
defect detection illustrates hoW the reticle design data Would 
ideally be printed on the Wafer. In this manner, the reference 
image can either be the circuit layout as ideally conceived by 
the designer prior to RET decoration or the simulated Wafer 
image under the best focus and exposure conditions. 

[0059] The reference images used for defect detection may 
also be variations of the reference images described above. 
For example, as described above, the reference image can be 
the reticle pattern layout intended by the designer or the 
pattern simulated at best focus and exposure conditions. This 
“designer intended” layout can be modi?ed by simulating 
the expected mask to design bias so that the reference image 
illustrates the undecorated pattern that Will be printed on a 
reticle under nominal mask making conditions. 

[0060] The reference image can also be a simulated image 
illustrating hoW the reticle design data Will be printed on a 
Wafer under best focus and exposure conditions. The use 
fulness of this simulated reference image could be improved 
by calibrating the simulation model using Wafer print images 
and/ or data of standard test cells that are also included in the 
design under test. Alternatively, the reference simulated 
image may be modi?ed by using Wafer print images and/or 
data for sections of the neW design that had been included in 
previous or test reticles, Which is thereby available at the 
Wafer level. 

[0061] The reference image simulation can also be cali 
brated using aerial image data collected from prior designs 
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or test reticles. The reference aerial image data may be 
generated by inserting an existing reticle in a scanner and 
monitoring the aerial image at the Wafer plane. Alternatively, 
the reference aerial image may be generated by inserting one 
or more existing reticles in an aerial image defect detection 
and/or revieW tool With optical conditions set up to emulate 
the performance of a physical exposure system (scanner). 
Examples of aerial image defect detection and/or revieW 
tools are illustrated in Us. patent application Ser. No. 
09/679,617 by StokoWski et al. ?led on Oct. 6, 2003, Which 
is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

[0062] The second simulated images may also be com 
pared to di?ferent types of reference images. For example, a 
reference simulated image illustrating hoW the reticle Will be 
printed on the Wafer at nominal values of the one or more 
parameters of a Wafer printing process is particularly useful 
for detecting defects in the reticle design data that Will vary 
depending on the one or more parameters. In other Words, 
such a reference image Will be particularly useful for detect 
ing defects in the reticle design data that may reduce the 
process WindoW that can be used With the reticle. In par 
ticular, certain defects may not appear at the nominal param 
eters, but may appear in the second simulated images, 
particularly as the parameters move farther aWay from 
nominal. vPWQ may include determining Which of the 
di?ferent values at Which at least one of the defects appears 
in the second image. Depending on the characteristics of 
these defects (e.g., Whether the defects are “killer” defects or 
not) and the values of the parameters at Which these defects 
appear, the process WindoW that can be used for the reticle 
in a Wafer printing process may be less than the predeter 
mined process WindoW. In one embodiment, therefore, the 
method may include determining a process WindoW for the 
Wafer printing process based on results of the detecting step. 
The examination of the expected performance of the Wafer 
printing process Within the process WindoW of the reticle is 
a particular strength of PWQ and vPWQ methods. 

[0063] HoWever, since such a reference image illustrates 
hoW the reticle design data Would be printed on a Wafer at 
nominal parameters, this comparison may not detect defects 
in the reticle design data such as features that Will not print 
on a Wafer at all. In particular, if there are features in the 
reticle design data that simply Will not print, these features 
Will be missing from both the reference image simulated for 
nominal parameters and the second simulated images. 
Therefore, the missing features Will not be detected by such 
comparisons. A reference image that represents the ideal 
image of the reticle design data, hoWever, Will include both 
printable and non-printable features. In this manner, com 
parison betWeen such an “ideal” reference image and the 
second simulated images may be used to detect missing 
feature type defects. As such, multiple comparisons can be 
made betWeen the second simulated images and di?ferent 
reference images to detect di?ferent kinds of defects thereby 
increasing the defect detection capability of the vPWQ 
methods. 

[0064] As described above, defect detection may be per 
formed by comparing test and reference images. Any region 
in the test image that varies from the corresponding region 
in the reference image by more than a threshold value is 
?agged as a defect. All of the algorithmic tools used in 
physical reticle inspection systems can be used in this defect 
detection step including varying the defect threshold based 
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on local geometry, applying multiple algorithmic detectors 
based on different smoothing ?lters applied to varying 
numbers of nearest neighbor pixels, and detecting single 
edge misplacements (CD errors) and/ or dual edge misplace 
ments (registration errors). 

[0065] The defect detection algorithms may have the same 
tuning capability as those used for physical reticle inspection 
tools. In particular, the algorithms that are used for the 
methods described herein may be con?gured such that the 
sensitivity of the algorithms can be optimiZed to detect 
defects Which Will impact device performance and yield, but 
not be overWhelmed by small differences betWeen ideal and 
actual imaging performance. In one such embodiment, the 
sensitivity of the algorithms may be altered from region to 
region in the reticle design data based on one or more 
characteristics of the reticle design data (e.g., dimensions, 
criticality, etc.). In another such embodiment, the sensitivity 
of the algorithms may be altered dynamically or in real time 
based on the results of the detecting step. The sensitivity of 
the algorithm(s) may be altered in any manner knoWn in the 
art (e.g., by altering the threshold used in the algorithm). 

[0066] In one such embodiment, the methods described 
herein may be con?gured to perform defect detection With 
selective sensitivity, Which is referred to herein as “Smart 
Inspection.” For example, defects may be identi?ed by 
vPWQ by comparing simulated Wafer images at different 
process conditions to a nominal or reference image. The 
sensitivity of this comparison directly affects the defect 
detection results of the vPWQ process. If the sensitivity is 
too high, every reticle design Will fail since vPWQ Will 
detect excessive numbers of defects. On the other hand, if 
the sensitivity is too loW, potentially critical defects could 
escape detection. Examples of methods that can be used to 
implement SmartInspection are described in US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/883,372 to Marella et al. ?led on Jul. 
1, 2004, Which is incorporated by reference as if fully set 
forth herein. As described in this patent application, not all 
areas of a design are equally critical to device performance. 
In addition, if the designer tags individual portions of the 
reticle design data to indicate the most critical areas and/or 
the areas that do not matter to the device performance 
(dummy ?ll regions, redundant contacts, unconnected lines, 
etc.), the sensitivity of vPWQ can be varied on a localiZed 
basis to apply the maximum sensitivity to the most critical 
regions and reduced sensitivity to non-critical areas. 
Examples of such defect detection methods are also illus 
trated in US. patent application Ser. No. 11/003,291 by Hess 
et al., ?led on Dec. 3, 2004, Which is incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. 

[0067] As described herein, the method may include deter 
mining a process WindoW for the reticle design data. The 
process WindoW may include those values of the one or more 
parameters for Which the second simulated images illustrate 
an acceptable level of defectivity. In addition, the methods 
described herein may include determining the sensitivity of 
different regions of the reticle design data to changes in the 
values of the one or more parameters. For example, in one 
embodiment, the method may include determining a region 
in the reticle design data in Which the defects appear at the 
different values of the one or more parameters of the Wafer 
printing process that are closer to nominal values for the one 
or more parameters of the Wafer printing process than the 
different values at Which the defects appear in other regions 
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in the reticle design data. In other Words, different regions 
may be identi?ed in the reticle design data based on hoW 
quickly the regions exhibit defects as the parameter(s) move 
aWay from the nominal values. Such information may be 
used in a number of embodiments described herein. For 
example, this information may be used to tailor reticle 
inspection, Wafer inspection, process control methods, etc. 
for a particular reticle design. 

[0068] The methods described herein may also include 
generating an inspection process for the reticle based on 
results of the detecting step. In one such embodiment, 
another extension of the SmartInspection concept is to use 
the output of the vPWQ inspection to vary the sensitivity of 
the inspection of the fabricated reticle. In particular, the 
sensitivity of the reticle inspection can be higher in regions 
of the reticle design data Where vPWQ results indicate the 
tightest process WindoW, While the sensitivity can be loWer 
in regions Where vPWQ results indicate a more comfortable 
process WindoW. Such reticle inspection methods are also 
described in the patent application by Hess et al., Which is 
incorporated by reference above. 

[0069] In another embodiment, the methods described 
herein may include generating an inspection process for the 
Wafer based on results of the detecting step. In one such 
embodiment, the methods described herein may use the 
SmartInspection concept by using the output of the vPWQ 
methods to vary the sensitivity of the inspection of the 
printed Wafer as a function of position on the Wafer. In 
particular, the sensitivity of the Wafer inspection can be 
higher in regions Where vPWQ results indicate the tightest 
process WindoW, While the sensitivity can be loWer in 
regions Where vPWQ results identify a more comfortable 
process WindoW. 

[0070] In an additional embodiment, the method may 
include fabricating the reticle subsequent to the detecting 
step (e.g., if the results of the detecting step indicate no 
signi?cant or catastrophic defects in the reticle design data). 
This embodiment of the method may also include inspecting 
the reticle and generating an inspection process for the Wafer 
based on results of the detecting step and the inspection of 
the reticle. In one such embodiment, the methods described 
herein may use the SmartInspection concept With the com 
bined results of vPWQ and inspection of the fabricated 
reticle to determine the sensitivity of the inspection of the 
printed Wafer as a function of position on the Wafer. Thus, 
in regions of the reticle design data Where the physical 
reticle inspection shoWs no problems and the vPWQ simu 
lation predicts a relatively comfortable process WindoW, the 
Wafer inspection sensitivity can be relaxed. Sensitivity could 
be increased in regions Where either vPWQ detected a 
restricted process WindoW or reticle inspection found a less 
than optimal pattern Where the departure from nominal is not 
large enough to be considered a defect, but may limit the 
process WindoW (“subspec region”). The highest sensitivity 
could be reserved for locations Where both vPWQ and 
reticle inspection identi?ed potential constraints on the 
process WindoW. In some embodiments, the method may 
include generating an inspection process for the Wafer based 
on results of the detecting step of the vPWQ method, results 
of the reticle inspection, critical feature data generated by a 
designer of the reticle design data, or some combination 
thereof. 
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[0071] In additional embodiments, the method may 
include identifying ?rst regions in the reticle design data that 
have a greater probability of being printed defectively than 
second or other regions in the reticle design data. One such 
embodiment may also include generating a process control 
method for Wafers that Will be printed With the reticle based 
on results of the identifying step. In this manner, the method 
may include determining the best Wafer metrology sample 
plans for a particular reticle design. For example, extra care 
could be taken to measure locations on a Wafer correspond 
ing to the regions Where vPWQ and/or reticle inspection 
identi?ed limited process WindoWs, and critical dimension 
(CD) measurements could be performed at those locations to 
insure that the device meets speci?cations. Extra care may 
also be taken in any other manner such as increasing the 
number and/ or the sensitivity of the measurements per 
formed in these locations. 

[0072] In another example, identi?cation of regions in the 
reticle design data With the most limited process WindoWs as 
determined by vPWQ, reticle inspection, and/or physical 
Wafer PWQ can also be used to improve the CD control 
method or other metrology or process control method used 
in the fab. For example, instead of tracking and adjusting 
dose and focus to obtain the most stable CDs on test 
structures or other features, identi?cation of the regions 
having the most limited process WindoWs alloWs the control 
loops (statistical process control (SPC) and/or automatic 
process control (APC)) to be optimiZed to keep these 
locations from drifting outside of the alloWed speci?cation 
limits. The optimization of the control loops may include 
either a) shifting the metrology sample plan to measure 
speci?c features With the most limited process WindoWs or 
b) measuring other features, determining the focus and 
exposure conditions, Which led to the printing of these test 
structure dimensions, and applying simulation to predict the 
expected results of the process WindoW limited features at 
the determined values of focus and exposure. This optimi 
Zation technique is an extension of the CD control technique 
described in Us. patent application Ser. No. 10/778,752 by 
Preil et al. ?led on Feb. 13, 2004, Which is incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. 

[0073] In additional embodiments, the methods described 
herein may include altering the reticle design data based on 
the identifying step described above. For example, vPWQ 
output can be fed back up to the designer or the design 
process. The results can be used to determine the circuit 
timing, parasitics and electrical performance of a circuit that 
Will be formed on a Wafer that is printed With the reticle 
design data. The results can also be used to determine if the 
defects detected by vPWQ have characteristics such as siZe 
that Will impact circuit performance. Currently, this physical 
(or electrical) veri?cation is performed assuming that the 
ideal design as draWn by the layout tools is What Will appear 
on the Wafer. HoWever, the vPWQ methods described herein 
can be used to identify the departures to be expected from 
this nominal case and to locate the regions of the circuit 
Which Will have the largest departure from nominal. 

[0074] Obviously, using currently available hardWare, it 
Would not be practical to attempt to model the electrical 
performance of a circuit With millions of transistors While 
varying every single feature of the transistors across the full 
range of possible siZes. The vPWQ methods described 
herein, hoWever, can reduce the number of points in the 
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reticle design data that are varied and tested to a manageable 
number. The designer or the design process or tool can use 
this data and knoWledge of Which portions of the circuit are 
most critical to device performance to run a limited number 
of additional veri?cations prior to committing the design to 
a mask set. 

[0075] Another aspect of vPWQ that differs from physical 
PWQ is the ability to ?exibly change the simulation condi 
tions during the virtual inspection. In particular, PWQ relies 
on physical Wafers printed under preset conditions of focus 
and exposure. Since the number of such conditions for 
Which images can be printed on a Wafer is relatively limited, 
the data is highly granular (e.g., increments of focus of 0.1 
pm) thereby possibly producing large changes in the number 
of defects from one setting to the next. HoWever, vPWQ can 
change settings as it inspects (e.g., in real time as vPWQ is 
being performed). For example, if too many defects occur in 
one preset focus or exposure increment, additional simula 
tions can be run automatically to ?ll in the gap and deter 
mine the precise focus and/or exposure settings at Which the 
defect began to print. vPWQ can, therefore, create far more 
precise maps of the alloWed process WindoW for each critical 
feature. 

[0076] The vPWQ methods described herein can be used 
to detect defects in reticle design data for binary masks 
(chrome on glass (COG) masks) or masks With any of a 
number of RETs such as OPC, phase shifting masks (alter 
nate aperture or embedded PSM (EPSM)), sub-resolution 
assist features (SRAFs) such as scattering bars, serifs, and 
hammerheads, chromeless phase shift masks (CPL), and 
gray scaled images. The vPWQ methods described herein 
can also be applied to complementary masks Where the 
desired pattern is decomposed into multiple patterns, Which 
are each imaged under different illumination conditions. For 
a complementary mask, the vPWQ methods include gener 
ating simulated images, each illustrating hoW the different, 
multiple patterns Will be printed separately on a Wafer by the 
different reticles. The vPWQ method may then use each of 
the simulated images in combination to generated additional 
simulated images (the test images) that illustrate hoW the 
?nal reticle design pattern Will be printed on a Wafer using 
a multiple exposure Wafer printing process on the scanner. 

[0077] The vPWQ methods described herein are equally 
applicable to optical lithography processes using visible, 
ultraviolet, and deep ultraviolet illumination (e.g., 248 nm, 
193 nm, and 157 nm light sources), electron beam lithog 
raphy, or extreme ultraviolet lithography using re?ective 
masks and an exposure Wavelength near 13 nm. The vPWQ 
methods may also be applied to maskless lithography sys 
tems Where reticle inspection is not possible. In this case, the 
vPWQ inspection has the added advantage of minimiZing 
the need for dif?cult die-to-database inspection at the Wafer 
level. 

[0078] The methods described herein have, therefore, a 
number of advantages over other reticle design data inspec 
tion methods. For instance, the methods described herein 
can be used for detecting and correcting process WindoW 
marginalities in the reticle design data prior to manufactur 
ing the masks and printing Wafers. As such, the reticle design 
data inspection methods described herein are substantially 
less expensive than currently available methods. In addition, 
the mask making process and the Wafer pattern transfer 


































